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Hello and hope this month’s Happenings finds everyone in good spirits and 
health as we get into the Spring flying season.  Sorry I missed the April 
General meeting and the Come Fly With Us, but the grandkids in California 
requested a visit. 
 
All is well with the club and our activities.  The weed pre-emergent spraying 
took place around the 3rd week of March and so far it seems to be doing its 
job.  Rick Lehman and I went out and painted a centerline on the runway. 
Not to pat ourselves on the back but I think it turned it very well.  It gives 
pilots an extra reference for takeoffs and landings and hopefully keeps us 
out of the ditches.  I’d also like to thank Patrick and Robert for pitching in 
that day by doing landscaping (weeding) on the ditch nearest the prep 
tables.  Much appreciated. 

 
Still no news on the building construction project although an engineering company was out in the parking lot taking some soil 
samples.  We assumed that was to determine the relative stability of the soil for construction of the new buildings.  
 
We’ve had several new members sign up recently.  If you happen to see someone you don’t recognize be sure to introduce yourself 
and welcome them to Casa de Aero.   
 
The last thing I’d like to mention is to be sure and try to adhere to our flying rules, particularly the 350’ altitude restriction.   
 
That’s about all for this month.  Come out and fly, be safe, and wishing all blue skies and sunshine. 
 
Jack Kalota 
President 
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How do you like the runway centerline? We used to put a line on several years ago and we talked at the officers meeting 
about putting it back on since several fliers felt it would be beneficial. 
 
Jack Kalota got the ball rolling by purchasing the wheeled paint striper and he and Rick Lehman painted the lines. Great 
job guys, it looks great! As safety officer I had observed an improvement in safety when we had the lines before. There 
seems to be a subconscious effort to keep planes on the line when taking off and landing and that is a big safety plus in 
my opinion. Keep up the good work pilots! 
 
Tom 
 
 

 YouTube links are provided for a newsletter+ experience.  The normal reading experience does not require the use of these 

links so please feel free to ignore the links or FF through the videos. - Ed        

 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NvZKi_wQoek
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g4akt97kIN8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W6hiU3k9axo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bVZZ_Om9eHk
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k0fCsUogRb0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PW2KxA5CpQU
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p2kDZJwmQdI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VVZBcEvuylo
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This one is for all you Pitts enthusiasts.  Here is an impressive 1/3 scale Pitts belonging to President Bill Gilbert of CVF.  
He says “The Hangar 9 version is for a 60cc twin but I put in a 70cc. Our elevation and all that…”.  Photos – courtesy CVF 
Newsletter.  

                             

 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zXHnYUbKi64
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G1Yr6cGHyn8
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D92OvsG_2n0
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g9PMoi6Y7ok
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rUElMazmPiQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LxaCpJnKXiM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GqVjD3nBSQg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m7-FicYlysI
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As a boy 

watching my 

older brother 

build and fly 

control-line 

model planes, 

it was a 

natural thing 

for me to start 

as soon as I 

was able. I 

built and flew 

control-line 

planes for 

many years 

and reading 

the various 

model 

airplane 

magazines, 

interest in RC 

planes took 

root. It wasn't until the early 70's that proportional radio gear was becoming affordable for guys like me. 

I bought a 2 channel Hobby Shack radio, a 48” foam Cub and had Cox .049 glow engines and it was with that set up and epoxy that I taught myself 
to fly. I would watch members of a club out of my area fly, watch their hands, ask questions and that along with learning about aviation, how 
planes fly and the conditions that causes them to stop flying, allowed me to learn and hone my flying skills; THIS with mono-vision which makes 
depth perception difficult. As I got more complex radios and planes, I flew at a huge parking lot with many others at the Ontario Motor Speedway. 
There I met a very accomplished RC pilot and he taught me many skills that increased safety and ability. I joined a club in the town I lived in and 
was very active until life and career took precedent over RC flying. 
 
Retiring at age 50 we decided to see about moving to Prescott, a town we fell in love with years before during our travels. We found a 
neighborhood we wanted to live in and bought a lot to have our home built. After moving in, I was in the backyard planning for landscaping when I 
heard the unmistakable sound of model airplane engines! I ran into the Casa de Aero secretary at the airport and ended up joining Casa de Aero in 
2001. I have been an officer of the club for most of that time, vice president for several presidents, director at large finally becoming safety officer 
when the AMA required it to remain a sanctioned club. Took a term or two off when traveling and taking care of family business took too much of 
my time to focus on the club but got elected (for life apparently) when Jack Hardy ran for president. Saw a lot of changes and a lot fewer injury 
accidents since we adapted the “flight tables” that secure planes from moving during an accidental run up. Everyone helps, it’s all good! 
 
As a final clue I was a big fan of the Ernie Kovacks Show and watched it religiously.  Who am I?       
 

Ernie Kovacks/It’s Wallace Theme      Contact!      
 

      

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fx2We2NWl_c
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fSA5w2AZY0M
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mjdRgBAY278
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3MOipgMTKx0
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VLePxp0iMVA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AsruUuxIm4k
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7cf2AFdKOQA
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rvClEsSdeYg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ss7pcadrkLc
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1shieuFfwxo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WMMZwJopdy8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ND7OuMCaqbQ
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Shortcut to CDA YouTube video Playlist 

    

     

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLiduqXuLo2djB_P5RkzxEa_vVQOoioUl0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5Ae14rbfoMQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FvN5qqRlnvw
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Gerry’s Glider                    
 

   

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Hfg_eB-UdKU

